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4 IDAA Statistics                 
 
A new set of metrics is provided in the IDAA specific Q8ST section of IFCID 2. To get this info 
only statistic trace class 1 is needed.  
Due to the rapid evolution of Q8ST metrics their meaning is not always straightforward and has to 
be carefully understood before you can use them. 
The most important issues you have to be aware of are:  

 some Q8ST metrics are only valid with IDAA V4.1;  
 some Q8ST metrics refer to the accelerator, whilst some refer to the DB2 subsystems; 
 some Q8ST metrics are accumulated;   
 some Q8ST metrics are obsolete. 

 
The metrics in Figure 6 refer to the accelerator as a whole (AC in the SCOPE column), as they are 
provided by the IDAA itself. Based on our measurements we included the last column to show 
which metrics are accumulated from the start and which aren’t. 
 

 
Figure 6 

Variable Name EPV Label Scope Accum
Q8STPRID ACCEL_PRODUCT_ID AC N
Q8STNAME ACCEL_SERVER_ID AC N
Q8STTATE ACCEL_CURRENT_STATE AC N
Q8STTART ACCEL_SERVER_START_AC AC N
Q8STTATC ACCEL_STATUS_CHANGE_AC AC N
Q8STNQSA ACCEL_SUCCESSFUL_QUERIES_AC AC Y
Q8STNQFA ACCEL_FAILED_QUERIES_AC AC Y
Q8STACTV_64 ACCEL_CURR_EXECUTING_QUERIES_AC AC N
Q8STMAXA_64 ACCEL_MAX_EXECUTING_QUERIES_AC AC N
Q8STTCQA ACCEL_CPU_EXEC_QUERIES_AC AC Y
Q8STTCMA ACCEL_CPU_MAINT_OPER_AC AC Y
Q8STCQL ACCEL_CURR_QUEUE_LENGTH_AC AC N
Q8STMAXQ_64 ACCEL_HWM_QUEUE_LENGTH_AC AC N
Q8STQUEW ACCEL_AVG_QUEUE_WAIT_AC AC N
Q8STQUEM ACCEL_MAX_QUEUE_WAIT_AC AC N
Q8STCORS ACCEL_PROCESSORS_WORKER_AC AC N
Q8STCCPU_64 ACCEL_AVG_CPUBUSY_COORD_AC AC N
Q8STWCPU_64 ACCEL_AVG_CPUBUSY_WORKER_AC AC N
Q8STWNOD_64 ACCEL_ACTIVE_WORKER_NODES_AC AC N
Q8STDSKA ACCEL_DISK_STORAGE_AVAILABLE_AC AC N
Q8STDSKU ACCEL_DISK_INUSE_WORKER_AC AC N
Q8STDSA ACCEL_DISK_STORAGE_INUSE_AC AC N
Q8STNMDS ACCEL_DATA_SLICES_AC AC N
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As you can see all the information provided can be very useful for IDAA capacity planning; the 
most important are: 

 the number of active worker nodes (Q8STWNOD_64); 
 the number of processors available to the worker nodes (Q8STCORS); 
 average CPU busy of worker nodes processors (Q8STWCPU_64); 
 average CPU busy of coordinator nodes processors (Q8STCCPU_64); 
 the amount of disk storage available (Q8STDSKA); 
 the amount of disk storage in use (Q8STDSA); 
 the amount of storage in use by worker nodes. (Q8STDSKU). 

 
The metrics in Figure 7 are provided by each DB2 subsystem (SS in the SCOPE column),  so they 
refer to that DB2 only. 
They can be useful to understand each subsystem’s throughput and how much it uses IDAA CPUs 
and storage. 
 

 
Figure 7 

 
The metrics in Figure 8 are obsolete, they refer to previous IDAA versions. 

 

Variable Name EPV Label Scope Accum
Q8STSREQ ACCEL_SUCCESSFUL_QUERIES SS Y
Q8STFREQ ACCEL_FAILED_QUERIES SS Y
Q8STNQCS ACCEL_CURR_EXECUTING_QUERIES SS N
Q8STMNQS ACCEL_MAX_EXECUTING_QUERIES SS N
Q8STTCQS ACCEL_CPU_EXEC_QUERIES SS Y
Q8STTCMS ACCEL_CPU_MAINT_OPER SS Y
Q8STCONN ACCEL_CONNECTS SS Y
Q8STREQ ACCEL_REQUESTS SS Y
Q8STFAIL ACCEL_FAILED_REQUESTS SS Y
Q8STTOUT ACCEL_TIMED_OUT_REQUESTS SS Y
Q8STBLKR ACCEL_BLOCKS_RETURNED SS Y
Q8STBLKS ACCEL_BLOCKS_SENT SS Y
Q8STBYTR ACCEL_BYTES_RETURNED SS Y
Q8STBYTS ACCEL_BYTES_SENT SS Y
Q8STMSGR ACCEL_MESSAGES_RETURNED SS Y
Q8STMSGS ACCEL_MESSAGES_SENT SS Y
Q8STROWR ACCEL_ROWS_RETURNED SS Y
Q8STROWS ACCEL_ROWS_SENT SS Y
Q8STTCPU ACCEL_TCP/IP_CPU_TIME SS Y
Q8STTELA ACCEL_TCP/IP_ELAPSED_TIME SS Y
Q8STAELA ACCEL_ELAPSED_TIME SS Y
Q8STAWAT ACCEL_WAIT_TIME SS Y
Q8STACPU ACCEL_CPU_TIME SS Y
Q8STDSKB ACCEL_DISK_STORAGE_INUSE SS N
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Figure 8 

 
Finally the metrics in Figure 9 and 10 allows you to analyse the IDAA update replication activity 
both at the accelerator and at the subsystem level. 
 

 
Figure 9 

 

 
Figure 10 

 
Please note we didn’t provide any information in the Accum column because up to now we haven’t 
received any data from customers using the IDAA replication. 
 
Please also note that the replication process uses a data capture agent running on z/OS; its CPU 
consumption should be monitored by using “traditional” measurements and techniques.   
 
 
 
  

Variable Name EPV Label
Q8STAVGQ03 ACCEL_AVG_QUERY_QUEUE_LAST3H
Q8STAVGQ24 ACCEL_AVG_QUERY_QUEUE_LAST24H
Q8STFINV ACCEL_FAILED_QUERIES_INVALID_STATE
Q8STMIPS ACCEL_PROCESSING_CAPACITY
Q8STSKEW ACCEL_DATA_SKEW
Q8STCPMU ACCEL_AVG_MEM_USAGE_COORD
Q8STWPMU ACCEL_AVG_MEM_USAGE_WORKER
Q8STWSMA ACCEL_AVG_SHRMEM_AVAILABLE_WORKER
Q8STWSMM ACCEL_AVG_SHRMEM_USAGE_WORKER
Q8STWSMU ACCEL_MAX_SHRMEM_USAGE_WORKER
Q8STACTV ACCEL_CURR_EXECUTING_QUERIES_AC
Q8STMAXA ACCEL_MAX_EXECUTING_QUERIES_AC
Q8STMAXQ ACCEL_HWM_QUEUE_LENGTH_AC
Q8STCCPU ACCEL_AVG_CPUBUSY_COORD_AC
Q8STWCPU ACCEL_AVG_CPUBUSY_WORKER_AC
Q8STWNOD ACCEL_ACTIVE_WORKER_NODES_AC
Q8STSELA ACCEL_SERVICES_ELAPSED_TIME
Q8STAELA ACCEL_ELAPSED_TIME

Variable Name EPV Label Scope Accum
Q8STNIA ACCEL_REPL_INSERT_ROWS_AC AC
Q8STNUA ACCEL_REPL_DELETE_ROWS_AC AC
Q8STNDA ACCEL_REPL_UPDATE_ROWS_AC AC

Variable Name EPV Label Scope Accum
Q8STNLRS ACCEL_LOG_RECORDS_READ SS
Q8STNLTS ACCEL_LOG_RECORDS_APPLICABLE SS
Q8STNBS ACCEL_LOG_BYTES_PROCESSED SS
Q8STTCCS ACCEL_REPL_CPU_TIME SS
Q8STCSS ACCEL_REPL_STATUS SS
Q8STLSC ACCEL_REPL_STATUS_CHANGE SS
Q8STNIS ACCEL_REPL_INSERT_ROWS SS
Q8STNUS ACCEL_REPL_DELETE_ROWS SS
Q8STNDS ACCEL_REPL_UPDATE_ROWS SS
Q8STCRL ACCEL_REPL_LATENCY SS
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5 Accelerator modeling 
 
A new ACCELMODEL parameter (which can be set to YES or NO) can be used to get indications 
of possible CPU and elapsed time savings with the IDAA. 
It does not require presence of the accelerator and it add the following accounting metrics in the 
QWAC section of the IFCID 3: 

 QWAC_ACCEL_ELIG_ELA, the accumulated elapsed time spent processing SQL in DB2 
that may be eligible for execution on an accelerator;  

 QWAC_ACCEL_ELIG_CP, the accumulated CPU time spent processing SQL  in DB2 that 
may be  eligible for execution on an accelerator; 

 QWAC_ACCEL_ELIG_SE, the accumulated CPU time consumed on an IBM specialty 
engine while processing SQL in DB2 that may be eligible for execution on an accelerator. 

 
This is the good news; the bad news is that some additional actions are needed:  

 for dynamic SQL statement assessment, use the RUNSTATS utility for target table spaces or 
restart DB2 to invalidate corresponding dynamic statement cache entries. ACCELMODEL 
needs to be set to YES during statement execution for Accelerator modeling. 

 for static SQL statement assessment, you must issue a BIND or REBIND PACKAGE for the 
DB2 packages you plan to include for this workload assessment. You may use option 
APREUSE(ERROR) with the REBIND PACKAGE statement to make sure that the current 
access plan remains unchanged. ACCELMODEL=YES is required during BIND/REBIND 
only, not at static SQL statement execution time.1 

 
In the next figure we show a graph created by using the QWAC_ACCEL_ELIG_CP metric. 
However it’s important to note that the peak at 22 (from 22:00 to 22:59) doesn’t mean that all the 
CPU consumption actually took place in that hour just that in that hour the thread terminated and 
the accounting record was written.  
In the case of long running threads the consumption could refer to threads that have run for many 
hours. 

 
Figure 11 

                                                 
1 from ‘Reliability and Performance with IBM DB2 Analytics Accelerator Version 4.1’ - IBM Redbooks SG24-8213-00 
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6 What about money savings? 
 
You may not be surprised that the IDAA is not free. So the question is: will IDAA CPU savings 
justify the additional cost of the IDAA? 
Every company should answer this question; the decision will mostly depend on workload 
characteristics and software licensing policies. 
 
6.1 WLC 
 
If your software licensing policy is based on WLC you have to evaluate the reduction which would 
be obtained at the monthly peak of the MSU used in the 4 hour rolling average.  
 
The following steps should be performed to estimate MSU savings: 

 Activate accelerator modelling on the appropriate workloads2; 
 Collect SMF 101 data for an adequate period of time; 
 Distribute the CPU consumption of long running threads across the elapsed hours; 
 Calculate the hourly CPU seconds used by summing all address space or service class 

consumption across all the CEC LPARs; 
 Calculate the hourly CPU seconds eligible to the IDAA by summing 

QWAC_ACCEL_ELIG_CP  across all the LPARs; 
 Increment both values in order to account for the uncaptured CPU;  
 Transform CPU seconds in MSU; 
 Subtract the IDAA eligible MSU from the total MSU; 
 Calculate the monthly peak of the MSU used in the 4-hour rolling average; 
 Compare this value with the ‘real’ value of the monthly peak of the 4-hour rolling average 

MSU; 
 Convert the MSU reduction, if any, to money savings. 

 
We applied the above process to estimate MSU savings for the workload in Figure 11 and the result 
was zero. The reason is that the 4-hour rolling average monthly peak happens during the day not in 
the hours where they can get the most of the IDAA benefits. 
We applied the process again on another customer’s data and the results look much more promising. 
 

 
Figure 12 

                                                 
2 Even if an application could benefit from the IDAA it may be that its SLA doesn’t allow any update delay. So in this 
case it can’t be eligible for the IDAA.  
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The MSU WLC column shows the ‘real’ value of the monthly peak of the 4-hour rolling average 
while the MSU W/IDAA column shows the ‘expected’ monthly peak of the 4-hour rolling average 
which could be reached if the IDAA was available. 
 
In this example we only collected 5 days but the possible savings look very interesting: more than 
50 MSUs on CEC1 and more than 90 on CEC2.   
 
6.2 Full capacity 
 
If your software licensing policy is based on full capacity you have to evaluate the reduction which 
could be obtained in the CPU capacity needed to cover the peak period used for capacity planning.  
 
The following steps need to be performed to estimate possible savings: 

 Activate accelerator modelling on the appropriate workloads; 
 Collect SMF 101 data for an adequate period of time; 
 Distribute the CPU consumptions of long running threads across the elapsed hours; 
 Calculate the CPU seconds used by summing all address space or service class consumption 

across all the CEC LPARs aggregated as of your capacity planning rules; 
 Calculate the hourly CPU seconds eligible to the IDAA by summing 

QWAC_ACCEL_ELIG_CP  across all the LPARs aggregated as of your capacity planning 
rules; 

 Increment both values in order to account for the uncaptured CPU;  
 Subtract the IDAA eligible CPU seconds  from the total CPU seconds; 
 From the obtained CPU seconds estimate a new  hardware configuration; 
 Evaluate a possible hardware reduction; 
 Transform this reduction, if any, to hardware and software money savings. 

7 Conclusions 
 
Many SMF metrics are available to control IDAA performance and perform IDAA capacity 
planning but their meaning, especially for the statistics included in the IFCID 2, is not really 
straightforward and has to be carefully understood before you can use them. 
 
We found a growing interest in many companies about the IDAA especially after V4 has been 
released. Most of them are ready to spend money to acquire the IDAA but only if it will allow them 
to cut z/OS costs. 
 
New metrics are available to estimate which workload could benefit from the IDAA but this is not 
enough. You have also to verify this possibility by taking into account your service level 
agreements and software licensing policy. 
 
 
 


